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O

ver the past decade we have seen many household names closing;
Woolworths, Comet, Blockbuster and many more. Most recently
we have seen names such as House of Fraser, New Look and
Select going into company voluntary arrangements (CVAs) .

Last year saw the highest rate of closures since the last financial
crisis. One of the main reasons has been over-confidence. These
retailers over-invested in floor space in the hope of growing and
immediately ran into cash flow problems.
Another major issue has been rising rent prices. Furthermore, the
stores that are continuing to close are those that fail to keep up with
socioeconomic trends. Woolworths lacked an online store, Comet
failed to keep up with competitive online prices and Blockbuster
missed an opportunity to fill a gap in the market and turned away
Netflix in its youth.

Trends
The high street used to be the go-to place for shopping. But now, we
would rather make a day of it by going to places such as Westfield
or Bicester Village that incorporate a larger variety of shops, mainly
indoors, a food court and other leisure activities.

Being able to price match within seconds forces retailers to reduce
their prices to match online giants such as Amazon. However, those
shops that are thriving in this digital era are those that offer tangible
services that cannot be provided online such as tattoo parlours, nail
salons and coffee shops.

Technology has played a vital role in
the move away from the high street,
with the ease of ordering from a
mobile device eliminating the need to
visit a retailer.

Improvements in infrastructure have also allowed for easier
transport to these centres and helped make them the preferred
option.
Technology has played a vital role in the move away from the high
street, with the ease of ordering from a mobile device eliminating the
need to visit a retailer. The UK public spends over £27bn on mobile
commerce a year. Technology has also increased competition
between SMEs and online retailers.
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Risks and opportunities
As mentioned, one of the main risks in opening a store on the high
street is the danger of being left behind due to the business’ inability
to adapt to the changing nature of consumer demand.
In addition, the state of the wider UK economy creates real risk
to the high street. Rising prices, coupled with stagnant real wage
growth can lead to consumers spending less, especially on luxuries,
as it decreases purchasing power and disposable income.

Research has shown that consumers
now have a more experience-driven
mindset and converge on places that
are ‘social hubs,’ so businesses that
can easily tap into this demand in an
innovative and unique way are more
likely to survive.
Uncertainty caused by Brexit and the resultant fall in the value of the
pound has also led to higher import costs. The rising price of raw
materials has put pressure on margins while increased rent prices
have also resulted in store closures.
However, there are opportunities for SMEs on the high street as
long as they create a business model which works for changing
consumer behaviour and finances.

Employing technology in an innovative way
Some businesses have taken steps to ensure continuing
success by adapting to technological changes. A number
have incorporated e-commerce as one of their main
channels alongside the retail space, but there are also
opportunities for fashion retailers who are willing to
innovate by bringing the online experience to the offline
world, and there are several ways that they can do this.
Mobile apps can be used to find out instantly whether
products are in stock at specific branches. Apps can also
be used to push specific discounts whilst the customer
is on the shop floor and allow them to pay from their
device.
SMEs can also experiment with new technology, such as
augmented or virtual reality, to increase their uniqueness
and improve the quality of the shopping experience.
Several large retailers have been trailing AR technology
both instore and at home on mobile devices. Zara and
Topshop have created AR dressing rooms and Sheisedo
is using an AR mirror to test what make up will look
like on the customer’s face. Ikea have launched an AR
catalogue to enable shoppers to visualise how pieces
will look in their homes, measuring products to the
surrounding room to offer a true-to-life view.
While SMEs may not be able to be first movers, they
can certainly learn from what the bigger organisations
are doing and adapt the technology to their own
circumstances.

Research has shown that consumers now have a more experiencedriven mindset and converge on places that are ‘social hubs,’ so
businesses that can easily tap into this demand in an innovative and
unique way are more likely to survive.
We have seen examples of SME retailers that have created a luxury
experience around their core retail offering, in some cases while
continuing to provide affordable products, while others have created
design installations in their retail space or have developed into a
one-stop shopping experience for related products, increasing share
of wallet.
Others have focused on a niche in the market that other high-end
retailers rarely cater for, such as plus size clothing, or have taken
a strategic approach to the changing nature of their particular
segment.
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Government support
The last Autumn Budget announced plans to support the high street
with a £1.5bn package, as well as spending £900m on business rate
relief for half a million small retailers, saving them a third on their
bills. On top of this, plans to tax online retailers more effectively are
now being discussed.
Calls have also been made for the Government to do more to
improve the physical aspects of the high street by cleaning,
rejuvenating and improving public transport links and parking. It
has also been suggested that the composition of the high street is
changed to include a mix of shops, offices, entertainment, leisure,
education and arts to create a ‘community hub’.

What can be done?
SMEs can establish an online presence to create a balance between
stores and e-commerce, and companies can add value to stores
by creating an atmosphere that entices customers to stay longer.
The lesson that can be learned is that shoppers enjoy the overall
experience, even if it is more expensive. Government assistance is
also needed to lower business rates and turn high streets into
multi-purpose community spaces.

Enabling Change
As every year passes, the pace of change increases
immeasurably. Seemingly well-established
businesses can, with a sudden change of events,
be prone to factors that can threaten their very
existence. Yet such changes can provide agile
and responsive businesses with considerable
opportunity.
The real skill is balancing the competing demands
on their time and energy, while enabling the business
leadership to allow these changes to add value to
the business, not simply viewing them as hurdles to
overcome.
For more insights on Enabling Change, please visit
our website here.
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